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Dear Readers,

www.mtc.com.my

In markets abroad during the months 
of March and April 2016, MTC mounted 
business and marketing missions to 
the United States of America and 
New Zealand. MTC also organized the 
participation of industry members in 
MTC Malaysia Pavilions at IndiaWood and 
Dubai WoodShow where the Malaysian 
companies registered record sales 
of RM4.3 million and RM19.3 million, 
respectively. At the same time, MTC set 
up promotional booths at Fensterbau 
Frontale & Holz-Handwerk (Germany), 
35th Famous Furniture Fair (China), 
Domotex Asia/ChinaFloor (China), 
Ecobuild (UK) and The Big 5 Saudi (Saudi 
Arabia) to enhance MTC’s presence in 
these markets. Turn to pages 11-16 for 
reports on MTC’s participation in the 
missions and fairs. 

On a separate note, MTC extends its 
deepest sympathies and heartfelt 
condolences to the family members of 
the late Dato’ Noriah Kasnon and Datuk 
Dr. Sundaran Annamalai, both of whom 
perished in a helicopter crash on 5 May 
2016. Dato’ Noriah was the Deputy 
Minister while Datuk Dr. Sundaran was 
the Secretary-General of the Ministry of 
Plantation Industries and Commodities. 
The latter was no stranger to MTC as he 
had served on the Council’s Investment 
Management Committee in 2008-2012, 
representing the Ministry of Finance 
then. Dato’ Noriah and Datuk Sundaran 
will always be remembered, held in high 
regard and deeply missed!

Thank you.

The Editor.

M

MtC’S Fair PartiCiPatioN aNd EVENt 
CalENdar For aPril – JUNE 2016

For further information, please contact MTC’s 
Market Promotion Division and Industry Development 
Division

Dubai Woodshow
4 – 6 April, Dubai, UAE

MTC Marketing Mission to the US
4 – 12 April, Texas, USA

MTC Technology Acquisition, Resource and                                                                              
Business Mission to China
29 May – 4 June, China

Carrefour Du Bois
1 – 3 June, Nantes, France

Sylvawood 2016
27 – 29 June, Shanghai, China

MTC congratulates Datuk M. Nagarajan on 
his appointment as the Secretary-General 
of the Ministry of Plantation Industries 
and Commodities effective 16 May 2016. 
Datuk Nagarajan has vast knowledge 
and experience in the areas of planning, 
research and policy, international relations, 
commodity industry and economy, 
having served more than 32 years in the 
Malaysian civil service. Prior to this, he 
was the Deputy Secretary-General of the 
ministry, taking charge of the commodities 
portfolio; a duty he diligently carried out 
while also serving as MTC’s Interim CEO 
from 1 January to 15 November 2015 as 
well as being a member of the MTC’s 
Board of Trustees since January 2015. The 
management and staff of MTC welcome 
Datuk Nagarajan’s new appointment and 
look forward to his leadership in further 
developing the commodities industry 
including the timber-based sector.

This issue highlights the many aspects of 
MTC’s involvement in this year’s Malaysian 
International Furniture Fair (MIFF) and the 
Export Furniture Exhibition (EFE). Both 
happening in March in Kuala Lumpur, these 
two export-oriented fairs kicked off the 
furniture-buying season in Asia. Besides 
sponsoring booth space for members of 
the Malaysian furniture manufacturing 
industry and partnering MIFF in promoting 
furniture design development through 
the MIFF Furniture Design Competition, 
MTC also hosted 20 buyers from India 
to both fairs. MTC’s space sponsorship 
benefitted 10 companies from the National 
Bumiputera Furniture Entrepreneurs 
Association at MIFF; and 6 SMEs and 15 
companies for its China Export Pavilion at 
EFE.  Through MTC’s efforts, more than 
RM15 million in sales were generated by the 
Malaysian companies that participated in 
the Council’s promotional programmes at 
the two fairs. For our coverage of MIFF and 
EFE, see pages 2-5.
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MTC’s efforts 
generate 
RM15m in sales
Move to promote Malaysian 
furniture manufacturers at          
2016 MIFF and EFE a success

The Malaysian Timber Council’s (MTC) involvement in the 
recent Malaysian International Furniture Fair (MIFF) and 
Export Furniture Exhibition (EFE) is another milestone in the 
Council’s history.

Though over the years MTC has been sponsoring the booth 
space as well as visits to trade fairs for many of its association 
members, MIFF 2016 and EFE 2016 marked a turning point for 
the Council which is elevating itself to new heights of success 
as Malaysia’s timber marketing arm.

For the first time, MTC hosted 20 Indian furniture buyers to 
both MIFF and EFE; sponsored booth space for 10 companies 
from the National Bumiputera Furniture Entrepreneurs 
Association at MIFF as well as six SME companies and 15 
Malaysian furniture companies for its China Export Pavilion    
at EFE.

MTC reached out to the Indian furniture buyers under 
its Incoming Buying Mission programme with the aim of 
attracting more Indian furniture buyers to purchase Malaysian-
made timber products.

The number of buyers and trade fair visitors from India has 
been on the rise over the years. India’s growing middle class 
and its demand for timber is a boon for Malaysian timber 
manufacturers. A total of RM727,400 in potential sales was 
recorded by local furniture manufacturers in MIFF this year 
through this Incoming Buying Mission programme.

Ten of the 38 companies that make up the National 
Bumiputera Furniture Entrepreneurs Association, which is also 
known as G38, were given a golden opportunity by MTC to 
display their products.

MTC sponsored a 100-square-meter booth space at MIFF 
for Bumiputera furniture manufacturers who had never 
participated in MIFF or EFE. The sales garnered by these 
companies seem promising with RM137,000 in confirmed sales 
and RM520,000 in potential sales.

The importance of the China market in trade terms can never 
be downplayed. China’s urbanization policies and its young, 
middle-class generation are creating demand for more  
design-centric furniture.  

The setting up of the China Export Pavilion at EFE resulted in 
RM500,000 in immediate sales and RM9.1 million in potential 
sales. For the six SME companies that participated under the 
MTC Furniture Pavilion at EFE, their total confirmed sales were 
RM1.1 million and potential sales were RM3.1 million. These 
awe-inspiring financial gains were garnered by the Malaysian 
companies that MTC sponsored at the fair. 

Opening ceremony of EFE 2016.

The Honourable Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities, 
Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas taken on a guided tour of MIFF 
2016 (top and above). 

MTC’s booth at EFE 2016.
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Winners and officials at the prize-presentation ceremony.

Essential design elements 
MIFF rewards the best for design excellence and presentation

Rewarding the best in the furniture-making industry is a norm 
at the Malaysian International Furniture Fair (MIFF) which has 
the MIFF Best Presentation Award, MIFF Furniture Excellence 
Award and the Furniture Design Competition under its list of 
activities.

Each year, MIFF honours the most creative booth display of 
exhibitors. This year there were four categories for the Best 
Presentation Award – the Bare Space Booth, Shell Scheme 
Booth, the Non-Furniture Booth and the Merit Awards.

Zeki Yucel, the chief judge for the best booth competition, said 
the quality of the exhibits have improved over the years.

“A visitor will only spend a few seconds scanning your booth 
before they move on. This ‘few seconds’ will determine 
whether you have the chance to close a deal or not. This is 
why it is important to have an eye-catching booth which will 
speak volumes about the exhibitor and his product. You don’t 
have to say anything to make an impression. The displays 
will do the talking,” said Yucel, who has been a judge of the 
competition for 10 years. 

The judging criteria involved façade design, creativity, deco 
enhancement and the functionality of the booth such as 
effective use of space and the ability to highlight the product.

He said this year, there was a significant boom in the Bare 
Space Booth category but only a slight increase in the Shell 
Scheme Booth perhaps due to limited space.

Below is the list of winners for all the categories who were 
awarded cash rebates, a trophy and certificate each.

Bare Space Booth

1st prize:  Euro Chairs Manufacturer (M) Sdn Bhd  

2nd prize:  Mitsui Designtec Co Ltd 

3rd prize: Merry Yard International Enterprise Corp  

4th prize: Deese Furniture Sdn Bhd 

5th prize: Aerofoam Manufacturing (1969) Sdn Bhd  
  

Shell Scheme Booth 

1st prize: Seow Buck Sen Furniture (M Sdn Bhd            

2nd prize:  Mamorim Sdn Bhd                                                 

3rd prize:  Justaipei International Sdn Bhd 

Non-Furniture Booth

1st prize:  Chapas Selectas S.L

Merit Award

LGAM Company Limited 

TMH Furniture Industries Sdn Bhd 

Mobilia International Sdn Bhd 

KinHeng Furniture Sdn Bhd 

Sern Kou Furniture Industries Sdn Bhd 

Gaoya Furniture Industries Sdn Bhd 

Vistawood Industries Sdn Bhd 

Fella Design Sdn Bhd

Booth of Euro Chairs Manufacturer (M) Sdn Bhd.
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MTC CEO Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik (fourth from left) with officials 
and winners of MIFF FDC 2016.

The Furniture Excellence Award was an exciting highlight at 
MIFF. It is presented to manufacturers who come up with the 
most eye-catching design. The criteria centred on creativity, 
innovation and originality. There were two categories – 
Household Furniture and Office Furniture.

Chief judge Zilahi Imre said modern office furniture is about 
space, ergonomics, resource sharing and acoustics, among 
others. He said office furniture manufacturers have understood 
this concept and that it was evident in their designs. However, 
he felt that there were too few entries and hoped that by next 
year more manufacturers will come up with new designs and 
promote them at the fair.

As for the household furniture category, Imre said many 
furniture makers used Rubberwood and had incorporated new 
types of finishing.

Despite this, the chief judge was puzzled as to why local 
producers were not keen on experimenting with colours 
using mixed finishing techniques, combinations of contrasting 
materials or even prints on solid surfaces.

“Consumers have become eclectic and they tend to 
combine different pieces of furniture which means product 
development must take these aspects into consideration,”  
said Imre.

He also said household furniture manufacturers must learn 
to incorporate details into their design either in the form 
of hidden functions, joinery or in the general shape of the 
product.

Below is the list of winners for the Household Furniture and 
Office Furniture categories who were awarded cash rebates, 
a trophy and certificate each. All the winners were also 
eligible for one free furniture test by the Forest Research          
Institute Malaysia.

Household Furniture

Platinum Award: Asahi Co Ltd                                          
Gold Award: Nagano Interior Industry Co Ltd   
Silver Award: TMH Furniture Industries Sdn Bhd  
 

Office Furniture 

Platinum Award: Jemaramas Jaya Sdn Bhd   
Gold Award: Oasis Furniture Industries Sdn Bhd  
Silver Award: Winner Chairs System  

The judges said Malaysian furniture manufacturers should 
be bold in experimenting with new ideas and use MIFF 
as a platform to showcase their “talent” because it is an              
ideal one. 

The essence of craftsmanship, the philosophy of design and 
the advent of technology came together in realizing the 
dreams of young designers of the MIFF Furniture Design 
Competition (MIFF FDC) 2016. Short of pinching themselves, 
the look of shock, disbelief and surprise were written all over 
the faces of the top three winners of the competition.

First-prize winner Lim Bo Qiang took home RM10,000, a 
trophy and certificate as well as RM500 which was given to all 
the finalists. Lim, who was also last year’s finalist, said he was 
thrilled by the win. 

“I never thought I would win and I am overjoyed,” said Lim, 
27. The young interior designer clinched the top prize for his 
Muk Sofa which is a 2+1 sofa that has a drawer and side table 
attached to it. The sofa is suitable for both home and public 
space use. 

Muk Sofa, which is made of Rubberwood, was put together by 
Yee Guan Furniture Manufacturing Sdn Bhd.

Value-added 
designs at   
MIFF FDC 2016
Competition showcases better 
entries much to the delight             
of its judges

Asahi Co. Ltd.’s winning design.
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Rebung Shelves by Izyan Syamimi 
Zainol, 26, was awarded the second 
prize of RM5,000, a trophy and 
certificate.

“Taking after the beauty of bamboo 
shoots, Rebung Shelves depicts the 
technology used in bending wood. 
Made of Rubberwood, it has sturdy 
shelves that are slanted with metal 
joints to hold loads firmly,” said Izyan, an 
industrial design student from Universiti 
Putra Malaysia.

Rebung Shelves was built by Mau Sin 
Bentwood Industry Sdn Bhd.

Inspired by Oriental maritime voyages 
is the Cheng Ho Chair which secured 
the third prize. Architect Kaylynn Low 
Kah Ling, 24, designed a chair with a 
backrest that resembled the giant mast 
of junk boats used by China’s famous 
ancient mariner Admiral Zheng He. 

“The backrest is segmented and the seat 
curves upward to form the arm rests. 
The rear tapered legs meet to create 
a single spine,” said Low, who won 
RM2,500, a trophy and certificate.

The chair was made of Merpauh wood 
by Supreme Tropical Furniture Sdn Bhd.

The other finalists were Lee Wen Horng, 
Lee Jian Kang, Lim Mei San, Wong Mei 

Ying, Chee Fang Yan, Vivian Lam Shi 
Wei and Jun Lee Kai Chun.

Fair organizers, UBM Malaysia, partnered 
MTC for the second consecutive year 
for the FDC which carried the same 
theme of FDC 2015 for 2016  – “Living 
Furniture, Global Perspective.” However, 
FDC 2016 comes with a new challenge 
where participants are required to 
design a piece of furniture which can be 
expanded into a collection or a series to 
accommodate global buying trends.

The judges for the FDC are chief judge 
Philip Yap (PYD Associates, China/
Malaysia), Lu Ke Yan (Tian Di Ru Feng, 
China); Fabrizio Carloncelli (Fabrizio 
Carloncelli Design Italia Co Ltd, Italy);   
Ar Lim Wei Hong (Arkitek WHL, 
Malaysia), Hamidah Abdullah (MTC) and 
Shinichi Mitsuki (Mitsui Designtec Co 
Ltd, Japan).

The judges were happy with the 
direction in which FDC was moving 
in as five of the 10 finalists were from 
different disciplines. 

“Our effort to scout for talents has 
been reciprocated with favourable 
responses. We are attracting designers 
from different industries which will fast 
track the formation of the collaborative 
platform between the design and 
furniture industries,” said Yap.

Carloncelli felt that manufacturers 
should cooperate fully with the 
designers and not use their factories’ 
limitations as stumbling blocks.

“It will hamper the spirit of the designers 
if they have to start tweaking their 
designs to cater to the prototype 
makers’ factory facilities,” said 
Carloncelli. Lim echoed Carloncelli’s 

views and said that furniture 
manufacturers should be more flexible.

Japanese judge, Mitsuki said that the 
designers are not capitalizing on the 
vast timber resources that Malaysia has. 
Mitsuki, who was speaking during the 
FDC final judging session, said more 
must be done to educate the young 
designers on the many wood species, 
their properties and aesthetic values as 
this would help them create premium 
furniture.

The judges were asked to share their 
thoughts after the final judging of the 
competition which was held on 29 
February 2016 at the Putra World Trade 
Centre (PWTC). 

Hamidah said the designers still have a 
poor understanding of designing with 
timber. She said it was necessary to beef 
up programmes that will give them a 
better insight into using wood and that 
more must be done to attract furniture 
manufacturers to become prototype 
makers for FDC.

Lu said the design quality is better than 
those found in China and there are 
signs of progress. However, he said the 
designs have no cultural elements in 
them which showcase the ethnicity of 
the predominant races in the country.

Overall, the MIFF-FDC is a good design 
competition which has been fostering 
the growth of ideas and supporting up-
and-coming designers who can shape 
the future of the furniture industry.

Perhaps it is time to take the 
competition to an international plane 
where similar events are held worldwide 
and the finalists of this event come 
together to design the “best furniture in 
the world”. 

Lim with his winning entry - Muk Sofa.
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The Malaysian Timber Council’s (MTC) 
Marketing Seminar entitled “Current 
Market Developments and Outlook 
for Malaysian Timber Products and 
Furniture in China, India, Europe, 
Philippines, Middle East and USA” 
proved to be an effective platform for 
deliberation as speakers addressed key 
issues surrounding the timber trade.

More than 150 participants comprising 
timber and timber products 
manufacturers, stakeholders, industry 
partners as well as senior officials 
from the palm oil sector attended the 
seminar. The speakers - Donald Amstad, 
Zhu Guangqian, Shital  Dhiren Thacker, 
Andre de Boer, Nicolaas de Lange, 
Radhakrishnan Kandamath, and Cindy 
Squires - are experts who have their 
finger on the pulse of the industry.

Seminar participants paid close 
attention to the presentations by 
Amstad from Aberdeen Asset 
Management Asia Ltd,  Zhu Guangqian 
from the China Timber and Wood 
Products Distribution Association, 
Radhakrishnan of Global Lumber 
Resources, UAE; de Boer from the 
European Timber Trade Federation; 
Squires of International Wood Products 
Association, USA; de Lange of the 
Chamber of Furniture Industries of the 
Philippines; and Shital from Space Rite. 

MTC’s smart marketing outlook
Industry experts share insights into marketing trends of timber and 
timber products under current economic climate

Amstad in his paper “Current Global 
Economic Scenario” said that some 
industry players do not entirely 
understand China’s economic strategies 
and that India is the “best country on 
the planet” for trade purposes.  

The seminar was held on 17 March 2016 
at the Intercontinental Hotel Kuala 
Lumpur and officiated by the Deputy 
Secretary-General of the Ministry of 
Plantation Industries and Commodities, 
Datuk M. Nagarajan on behalf of the 
Minister of the Plantation Industries and 

Commodities, His Honourable Datuk 
Amar Douglas Uggah Embas.

“The global economic growth in 2016 is 
expected to remain tepid. This is taking 
into account the projected performance 
of the developed economies, especially 
the major importing countries for 
timber and furniture products,” said the 
minister in his speech which was read 
out by Datuk Nagarajan.

“This is further compounded by the fact 
that new, emerging markets offered 
lower cost of production which compete 
with timber products, especially 
furniture exports from Malaysia.  Against 
this backdrop, we need to continuously 
explore new ideas in strengthening our 
market share as well as explore new 
markets,” said the minister.

The Malaysian timber industry also 
needs to be kept abreast of latest 
developments in the global arena that 
could affect its export performance.  
Malaysia’s signing of the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership Agreement (TPPA) on 4 
February 2016 could pave the way for 
local timber exporters to enjoy access to 
bigger markets when the TPPA comes 
into force. 

Besides bigger market access, Malaysian 
exporters can also benefit from lower 
tariffs and trade barriers which could 
bring about higher export. TPPA 
countries collectively account for 25.5% 
of the world trade.

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim (4th from left) with the panel of speakers.

More than 150 participants attended the seminar.
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MTC CEO Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik was invited 
to speak at the “Pre-Career Technology and Bio 
Composites Seminar and Workshop” on 21 March 2016. 
The event took place at the Faculty of Applied Science 
in Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Shah Alam, 
Selangor.

Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim presented his paper entitled 
“Job Opportunities for Bio-composites Graduates in the 
Wood-based and Other Industries” where he promoted 
MTC’s role and functions as well as explaining further 
on the contribution of the wood-based industry to the 
country’s economy. 

He also gave his insights on the emerging trends and 
employment opportunities that await students including 
those from UiTM.

In his discussion with the lecturers and students, 
Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim gave a few tips and guidance 
in securing a career in the timber industry and 
encouraged them to venture into the wood sector as the 
industry certainly needs continuous supply of talents, 
professionals, expertise and innovations. 

The demand for sustainable products, he said, is 
increasing and with the emergence of new technologies, 
the potential of this industry is endless. 

MTC CEO 
talks on job 
opportunities  
in wood-based 
industry

MTC Chief Executive Officer Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik said 
MTC will be embarking on more than 20 marketing as well as 
promotional activities to achieve higher sales and this seminar 
provided up-to-date information on markets which are crucial 
to Malaysia’s timber and timber product exporters.

“Our marketing strategies have been carefully skewed towards 
increasing Malaysia’s timber exports in our traditional as well 
as emerging markets,” said Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim, adding 
that MTC will be opening a new regional office in India. 

He said India’s growing middle class and demand for timber 
was a boon for Malaysian timber manufacturers.

For 2015, Malaysia’s exports of timber and timber products, 
including wooden and rattan furniture, plywood and 
sawntimber, reached RM22.1 billion which was an increase of 
6.5% over 2014 (RM20.5 billion).

“The timber industry, including the export of wooden furniture, 
is a significant contributor to the economic development of 
tropical countries like Malaysia. However, continued growth 
and progress of the industry is largely dependent upon its 
ability to shift from the current manufacturing-based mindset 
to one that is more innovation-centric, providing more value-
added products for the international market,” said Abdul 
Rahim.“One of the reasons for this seminar is to provide a 
platform to enable the exchange of ideas and best practices 
between industry members and experts from different parts 
of the world. We hope that these efforts will be able to spur 
the timber industry forward both in Malaysia and regionally,” 
added Abdul Rahim. This is the second time that MTC is 
organising the marketing seminar. The Council plans on 
making it an annual event. 

A clinic session was held the following day for Malaysian exporters to 
consult the speakers.

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim delivering his paper at UiTM.

Datuk Nagarajan delivering the minister’s speech.
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The Malaysian Furniture Council (MFC) and Vocational Tunku 
Abdul Rahman (VTAR) Institute have joined hands to train a 
pool of highly skilled local workers for the Malaysian furniture 
manufacturing industry.

The two organizations signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) through which 40 furniture companies 
will provide training venues and trainers for VTAR Institute 
students under its Furniture Technology Certification Course.

The course is recognised by the Department of Skills 
Development, an agency under the Ministry of Human 
Resources for coordination and control of training skills 
through apprenticeship with the National Dual Training System 
(SLDN) conducted by industries and institutions. 

MFC-VTAR Institute collaboration 
MoU signed to train skilled workers for the Malaysian furniture industry

At the MoU signing ceremony (from left): Datuk Wee, Chua, Datuk Seri 
Liow, Datuk Dr. Pang, Tan and Datuk Yoo.

As the training modules come under the SLDN, students will 
benefit from not just on-the-job experience, but also soft skills 
training. The course requires students to undergo 70 per cent 
practical training and 30 per cent theory, with instructors 
comprising furniture industry experts from the furniture 
companies which are members of MFC, as well as from VTAR 
Institute. 

Speaking at the signing ceremony, Transport Minister Datuk 
Seri Liow Tiong Lai who is also President of the Malaysian 
Chinese Association, said, “This MoU between MFC and VTAR 
is not only timely but necessary in order to raise the bar in 
vocational training in Malaysia.”

He envisaged that the new programme would be able to 
produce sufficient skilled workers to fill up the 30,000 
vacancies in the Malaysian furniture industry, which currently 
contributes RM8 billion in export receipts to the national 
economy a year.

MFC President, Chua Chun Chai said, “As the demand for 
Malaysian manufactured furniture increases worldwide, the 
need for qualified talents is higher. I have no doubt that the 
course will perpetuate talent among the locals, whilst reducing 
our dependency on foreign workforce.”

CEO of VTAR Institute, Tan Cheng Liang, said, “Malaysia’s 
reliance on foreign labour in the past 20 years has led to a 
severe shortage in local skilled workers. To counter the issue, 
VTAR has decided to partner with industry players to train a 
new batch of workers skilled in furniture making.” 

Also present at the event were MTC Chairman Datuk Wee Jeck 
Seng, VTAR Institute Chairman Senator Datuk Yoo Wei How 
and Director-General of Department of Skills Development 
Datuk Dr. Pang Chau Leong. 

Visit by Harwood Timber 
the existing collaboration between the two organisations. This 
includes greater participation of the two organisations in each 
other’s activities. 

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim (center) and Haji Abdul Hadi (third from right) 
with their respective management personnel at the meeting.

MMTC and Harwood Timber Sdn Bhd, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the Sarawak Timber Industry Development 
Corporation, have a long and established working relationship; 
since 1993 to be exact, a year after MTC was set up. That 
year, MTC brought in to Peninsular Malaysia its first shipment 
of logs from Sarawak under the Council’s Direct External 
Sourcing Programme. 

The logs were purchased from Harwood Timber to augment 
the supply of raw materials for the timber-based processing 
and manufacturing industry in Peninsular Malaysia. Since then, 
MTC’s collaboration with Harwood Timber has expanded 
to include information sharing of log and other timber raw 
material prices as well as assistance on market promotional 
activities abroad.

MTC CEO Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik and Harwood Timber’s 
General Manager Haji Abdul Hadi Datuk Abdul Kadir in a 
meeting held at MTC on 1 April 2016 explored ways to enhance 
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Each year on the International Day of Forests, Malaysia 
celebrates the ways in which forests and trees sustain and 
protect the environment. This year, the theme was “Forests 
and Water Sustain Life and Livelihoods” to raise awareness 
on the interconnections between forests and water, and their 
contribution towards sustainable development.

Sarawak was the host for the national level celebration of 
the International Day of Forests 2016. Chief Minister, Tan Sri 
Adenan Satem, in his speech said the Sarawak government has 
targeted six million hectares of land in the state as permanent 
forests and one million hectares as totally protected areas 
(TPAs). To date, the state has achieved 4.35 million hectares or 
72.5 per cent of the state land mass as permanent forests and 
0.85 million hectares of TPAs.

“Forest land designated as TPAs which comprise national 
parks, nature reserves and wildlife sanctuaries are managed 
under the National Parks and Nature Reserve Ordinance, 
1998 and Wildlife Protection Ordinance, 1998. There are 
about 3,000 known tree species and 40 per cent of Sarawak 
plant species are endemic to Borneo. There are 185 mammal 
species, 530 bird species, 166 snake species, 104 lizard species 
and 113 amphibian species in the state. There may be more out 
there not yet identified,” he added.

To preserve more state forests, the Chief Minister said he has 
made a directive that any forest areas that had been identified 
as potential TPAs would take precedence over renewal of 
forest timber licences. This is to ensure that Sarawak would 
achieve the target of one million hectares of TPAs by 2020. 
He said that thus far, Sarawak has 40 national parks, 14 nature 
reserves and six wildlife sanctuaries with a total area of 
853,836 hectares.

To sustain perpetual forest resources, he said it was a must for 
the Big Six timber companies in the state to have at least one 

Celebrating International Day     
of Forests 2016

of their Forest Management Units (FMU) to be 
certified under an accredited certification body 
by 2017.

“As of now, 33 forest timber licencees with 
an area of about 2.5 million hectares have 
indicated their intention to be certified. The 
60-year tenure, which will be granted as an 
incentive for the FMU certification, would have 
to be certified throughout the tenure otherwise 
their licences will be terminated,” he said.

Earlier, the Minister of Natural Resources and 
Environment Malaysia, Datuk Seri Wan Junaidi 
Tuanku Jaafar said this year alone RM25.99 
million had been allocated for projects on 
forests rehabilitation and preservation in 
Peninsular Malaysia. Sabah and Sarawak had 
been granted RM9.48 million and RM26.4 
million, respectively.

In Sarawak, the projects included the Heart 
of Borneo Initiative, construction of a Ramsar 
site administrative and management centre at 
Kuching Wetlands National Park, and Sarawak 
Forest Inventory. 

On the celebration, he said it provided a platform to increase 
awareness of the importance of all types of forests and trees 
outside forests. 

“We all recognise that the bounties of nature (forests) sustain 
humanity for food, shelter, clean air and, of course, clean water. 
Malaysia will remain committed to implementing sustainable 
forest management (SFM) practices as we believe that 
through SFM, we can ensure sustainability of forest resources 
to perform its functions.” 

In conjunction with the celebration, timber and forestry related 
agencies and companies from Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah 
and Sarawak took part in an exhibition. MTC was among 30 
exhibitors who participated in the exhibition, which was held 
at the Kuching Waterfront, Sarawak from 25-27 March.  

Also held was a ‘Seminar on Forestry Governance for 
Sustainable Forest Management and Timber Industry 
Development’ organised by the Sarawak Timber Industry 
Development Corporation. 

Tan Sri Adenan (second from left) being presented a memento. To his left is Datuk 
Seri Wan Junaidi.

MTC’s staff attending to visitors at MTC booth.
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MTIFA Holds 6th AGM

TThe Malaysian Timber Industry Forum 
Association (MTIFA) held its 6th Annual 
General Meeting on 7 March 2016 in 
Kuala Lumpur. The MTIFA groups the 
six national timber-based and furniture 
associations, namely, the Malaysian Wood 
Industries Association, Malaysian Panel-
Products Manufacturers Association, 
Malaysian Wood Moulding and Joinery 
Council, Timber Exporters’ Association 
of Malaysia, Association of Malaysian 
Bumiputra Timber and Furniture 
Entrepreneurs, and Malaysian Furniture 
Council.

Speaking when officiating the event, MTC 
Chief Executive Officer, Datuk Dr. Abdul 
Rahim Nik congratulated the MTIFA for its 
desire and commitment to work in unison 
to promote the interest of the industry 
at the national, regional and international 
levels.

“Since its formation, we have seen many 
efforts put in by the associations for 
the benefit of the industry, such as the 
signing of MoUs with the Forest Research 
Institute Malaysia on product research and 
development. I believe this is a good effort 
to bring the industry towards innovation 
and commercialization of research 
findings.

“To ensure that export performance of 
our industry continues to see positive 
growth, MTC will continue its effort in 
providing appropriate assistance to the 

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim officiating the event.

industry.  This year we have outlined 
several programmes for the industry 
including marketing missions, resource 
and technology missions, participating 
in local and overseas trade fairs, import 
assistance programme, mechanization 
and automation among others.

“I am optimistic that the industry will 
continue to show full commitment 
towards delivering quality, certified, 
sustainable and innovative products,” said 
Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim.

Earlier, MTIFA President Datuk Sheikh 
Othman Rahman said that the association 

has continued to hold regular meetings 
with relevant authorities and stakeholders 
to discuss and seek solutions on common 
issues faced by members such as those 
pertaining to shortage of foreign workers, 
minimum wages and raw materials.

Such endeavours by the association have 
helped to strengthen the relationship 
among its members as well as with the 
relevant authorities and stakeholders for 
the betterment of the timber industry in 
Peninsular Malaysia, said Datuk Sheikh 
Othman. 

Datuk Sheikh Othman 
(right) presenting a 
memento to Datuk Dr. 
Abdul Rahim.
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Participants listening attentively to Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim’s presentation.

Strong returns for Malaysian 
manufacturers in the US

Many American importers want to reintroduce Meranti into the 
market after replacing it with the Mahogany from the Philippines 
and Spanish Cedar. The United States proves to be a ready 
market for Malaysian flooring, Dark Red Meranti and Nemesu 
decking, Meranti sawntimber, finger-jointed and laminated 
timber, providing excellent business opportunities for Malaysian 
manufacturers and exporters.

Trading is also made easy as Malaysia meets the United States 
Lacey Act requirement which assures that the timber is attained 
through legal means.  

TThe United States is an important trade partner for Malaysia 
especially where the exports of wooden furniture is concerned. 
A major traditional market, Malaysia’s exports of timber products 
to the US rose 25.4% to RM3.1 billion. It is the largest market for 
wooden furniture accounting for 34% of Malaysia’s total wooden 
furniture exports. American buyers are never apprehensive of 
using Malaysian wood-based products as they are assured of the 
quality. 

The Malaysian Timber Council (MTC) organized a marketing 
mission to the United States from 4-12 April 2016 in conjunction 
with the International Wood Products Association’s 60th World 
of Wood Convention in Austin, Texas, which was attended 
by more than 250 importers, service providers, government 
agencies and suppliers of wood products from 25 countries. 

Led by MTC’s Chief Executive Officer, Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim 
Nik, 11 of the 17 companies secured RM9.02 million in confirmed 
and potential sales. Of these 11 companies, six were first-time 
participants in this mission who secured 63.6% or RM5.74 million 
in sales.

Abdul Rahim, who gave a presentation on Malaysia’s 
commitment to sustainable forest management and green 
credentials during the convention’s luncheon, said the United 
States’ growing interest in Malaysian products serves as a boost 
for local manufacturers.

“The US market is not only a traditional one but a growing market 
which Malaysian wood-based manufacturers can benefit from 
considering the change in buying trends among the Americans,” 
said Abdul Rahim.

UsA

One of the companies visited during the mission.
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New ZeALAND

Business & Resource Mission

MMTC mounted a Business & Resource 
Mission to New Zealand from 3-10 
April 2016, led by MTC’s Deputy CEO,              
Richard Yu. 

Besides business networking, the mission 
also provided an opportunity for the 
participants to source for Radiata Pine. 

Twenty-six industry partners including 
two officers from the Malaysian Timber 
Industry Board visited some of the largest 
Radiata Pine sawntimber producers in 
Napier, Kawerau and Rotorua. 

Sourcing and procurement are the driving 
forces of sustainable businesses. As 
Malaysia safeguards its production forest, 
which is a renewable resource, thanks 
to sound forest management practices, 
seeking alternative supplies of timber is 
no longer an option but a must. The Malaysian delegation, led by Richard Yu (with red tie), visiting a Pine plantation. 

GeRMANY

Fensterbau 
Frontale &  
Holz-Handwerk
MTC participated at the twin trade fair event comprising 
Fensterbau Frontale and Holz-Handwerk held from 16-19 March 
2016, which brought more than 110,000 experts from the wood 
and window industries to Nuremberg. 

Since 1996, it was MTC’s 10th participation at the event, a 
showcase presenting new developments and innovations from 
the wood processing industry and the fields of window, door and 
façade construction. 

There were 796 exhibitors from 37 countries at Fensterbau 
Frontale and 497 exhibitors from 19 countries at Holz-Handwerk. 
The exhibitors were from Italy, Poland, Turkey, Austria and other 
European countries. 

There has been an increase in the number of visitors compared 
to about 109,000 visitors in 2014. The visitors to the MTC booth 
were mainly from Germany, Romania, UK, Italy, Turkey, Poland and 
also some Asian countries such as India, China and Thailand. 

Once again, this biennial combined event managed to impress, 
including the outstanding quality and volume of top-quality 
products and information available. An extremely popular 
highlight was the launch of MTC’s new Meranti brochure in 
German, which was very well received by the visitors. Visitors at the MTC booth (top and above). 
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CHINA 

Domotex Asia
The 18th edition of Domotex Asia/ChinaFloor 2016 was held 
in Shanghai New International Expo Centre. There were 1,303 
exhibitors from 39 countries while the visitor count stood at 
50,398. The number of visitors increased by 9.3% compared 
with last year. The visitors from 110 countries attended the fair 
from 22-24 March 2016.

MTC’s 20 square metre promotional booth enabled Malaysian 
timber product manufacturers to conduct B2B with potential 
buyers. Most of the visitors to the MTC booth comprised 
timber traders, manufacturers, project contractors and 
wooden flooring exhibitors from Japan, South Korea, France 
and Australia. 

CHINA 

Famous Furniture Fair to be    
held thrice a year

Visitors to the MTC booth. 

The 35th Famous Furniture Fair (3F) was held in Dongguan, 
China from 16-20 March 2016. The show has been a professional 
furniture industry fair since 1999 and is the first fair of such 
stature to be accredited by the Union of International Fairs 
(UFI) in China. Held twice a year, in spring and autumn until 
now, the 3F will be held in three sessions from this year. The 
second and third sessions will be held from 11-14 August and                                    
11-14 September, respectively. 

The fair covered an area of 760,000 square metres and was 
participated by 1,278 exhibitors, most of whom were locals. 
The international exhibitors include those from Italy, US, UK, 

Singapore, Malaysia, Spain and Vietnam. The fair attracted over 
125,000 visitors from more than 150 countries.

MTC participated in the fair and exhibited samples of timber 
for sawntimber such as Sepetir, Nemusu, Kasai, Geronggong, 
Merpauh, Durian, Melunak, Mersawa, Pulai and Bintangor as well 
as timber samples for laminated scantlings including Yellow 
Meranti, Red Meranti, Light Red Meranti, Gerutu and Kasai. 

Also showcased were MDF samples and Rubberwood furniture 
components. Topping the enquiries received by MTC were those 
on sawntimber and finger-jointed boards. 

MTC’s booth at the fair which attracted 1,278 exhibitors and over 125,00 visitors.
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UK

Ecobuild
Ecobuild is one of UK’s largest shows for sustainable construction 
products. However, this year’s show was smaller in size – down 
from two exhibition halls to one which meant fewer timber 
exhibitors. The exhibition was held from 7-9 March 2016 at the 
Excel Centre in London.

This year’s theme centred on circular economy and resource-
efficient thinking aimed at encouraging businesses to look at 
reducing waste and re-using materials. 

MATRADE London invited MTC to take part in the fair through 
its group stand where the Council displayed a selection of key 
brochures. This proved to be a cost efficient way of maintaining 
a presence which provided MTC a platform to network with 
industry partners who enquired about Malaysia’s sustainable 
forestry practices and timber products. MTC took part in the fair through MATRADE London’s group stand.

Malaysian timber-based manufacturers recorded higher sales at 
the recent Dubai Woodshow which is the most prominent and 
specialized wood products and wood technologies trade fair in 
the Middle East and North African region.

The exhibition, which was held from 4-6 April 2016 at the Dubai 
World Trade Centre in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, saw three 
Malaysian companies securing sales (both confirmed and 
potential) of about RM19.3 million, an increase of RM7.8 million 
compared with last year’s sales of RM11.5 million.

The confirmed sales were RM2 million while the potential sales 
that are under negotiation are RM17.3 million. 

Dubai 
Woodshow

These companies participated under MTC’s Malaysia Pavilion 
where the exhibitors displayed products such as doors, flooring, 
MDF, plywood and sawntimber.

“We are very happy that our Malaysian companies are doing 
well at these trade shows. Malaysian timber-based products 
are sought-after in the Middle East and the growing sales are a 
testament to that,” said MTC CEO Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik.

The Dubai Woodshow is one of the few trade fairs in the world 
that offer various timber and woodworking sector products 
under one roof. It is a great platform for suppliers, manufacturers 
and machinery companies to showcase their products, innovative 
technologies and large scale machineries. 

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim in discussion with a visitor at the MTC booth.

UAe

MTC’s booth attracted many visitors.
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Big 5 Saudi
sAUDI ARABIA

MALAYsIA

MTC Roadshow 
to Terengganu 
and Johor
In a bid to raise awareness of the facilities MTC offers, a 
roadshow to Terengganu and Johor was held in February 2016.

The industry members were given an overview of the global 
economic situation, especially the market conditions in the 
United States, Europe and the Middle East. The growth of the 
Malaysian timber industry, shift towards new markets and the 
assistance MTC offers timber-based and furniture manufacturers 
were the crux of the presentations. 

The briefings in Johor and Terengganu were conducted by 
MTC’s Acting Director for Market Promotion, Noraihan Abdul 
Rahman, and Director for Industry Development, Hamidah 
Abdullah. This was followed by a Q&A session which was 
chaired by MTC CEO, Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik. 

MALAYsIA

PUSPANITA’s 
exhibition

Wife of the Prime Minister of Malaysia, Datin Paduka Seri Rosmah 
Mansor who is the patron of PUSPANITA, visiting the exhibition.

The Middle East has always been an important trade partner. 

MMTC was invited by the Ministry of Plantation Industries and 
Commodities (MPIC) to participate in an exhibition organised 
in conjunction with PUSPANITA’s 34th Annual General Meeting. 
The exhibition was held at Putrajaya from 25-26 April 2016. 

Themed ‘Pemerkasaan Wanita Melalui Komoditi’ or 
‘Empowerment of Women through Commodities’, the 
exhibition was aimed at increasing awareness on the 
importance of the plantation and commodities sector as a 
major contributor to the national economy. MPIC’s 1Pavillion 
concept comprising all the agencies and councils under the 
Ministry had the largest number of booths in the exhibition, 
showcasing various products and services. 

Visitors to MTC’s booth were mainly members of PUSPANITA, 
which is the Association of Wives of Civil Servants & Women 
Civil Servants. MTC took the opportunity to create awareness 
of its role and functions as well as disseminate information on 
Malaysian timber and timber products. 

MTC participated in the sixth edition of The Big 5 Saudi, the 
international building and construction exhibition which was held 
at the Jeddah Centre for Forums and Events in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. The fair was from 7-10 March 2016.

There were construction industry exhibitors from 34 countries as 
well as one plumbing equipment supplier from Malaysia. About 
450 exhibitors from Turkey, China, India, United Arab Emirates, 
Germany, Qatar, Italy and Greece displayed their products in the 
fair. Among the products showcased were laminated flooring, 
gypsum tiles, windows, doors and cladding as well as equipment 
for the construction industry. 

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim taking a closer look at a product sample.
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MTC’s booth at the fair.

Four Malaysian timber companies set a modest target of 
RM250,000 in sales at IndiaWood 2016 but by the time the show 
was over, the timber companies had recorded RM4.3 million in 
both confirmed and potential sales.

The four companies including two first-time exhibitors 
showcased their timber products under the Malaysian Timber 
Council’s (MTC) Malaysia Pavilion at the Bangalore International 
Exhibition Centre from 25-29 February 2016. 

The two first-timers – Besgrade Products Sdn Bhd and Stanford-
Dor Marketing Sdn Bhd – chalked up sales of RM830,000 while 
repeat fair participants – Desa KL Enterprise Sdn Bhd and Sri 
Ledang Sdn Bhd – recorded potential sales of RM3.5 million.

IndiaWood 2016 is one of the world’s largest trade shows for 
furniture production technologies, woodworking machineries, 
tools, fittings, accessories and raw materials. Over 650 exhibitors 
from all over the world participated in the fair.

“MTC is pleased to pave the way for Malaysian timber-based 
companies to set foot in India and tap into its huge market,” 
said MTC Chief Executive Officer Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik. He 
added that India’s growing middle class and demand for timber 
was a boon for Malaysian timber manufacturers.

“India is a tough market to penetrate because its duties are high. 
However, under the Free Trade Agreement, the duties have been 
revised and this has made it more competitive for Malaysian 
products to be in the Indian market,” said Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim.

India is an important market for Malaysia as it is the third largest 
trading partner after Japan and the US. In 2015, the value of 
major timber and timber products exported to India was RM1.9 
billion, an increase of 6.4% compared with 2014.

Ranked as one of the top three most attractive investment 
destinations in the world, India is also one of the fastest 
growing economies globally. To leverage on the vast untapped 
opportunities in India and countries within the Indian 
subcontinent, MTC will be setting up a regional office in India by 
the third-quarter of 2016.

Most trade fair visitors and buyers acknowledge that Malaysian 
timber-based products are of superior quality. Many Indian 
buyers source for Malaysian-made wooden doors, among others, 
because they are durable.

A few years ago, the Indian market was reluctant to purchase 
engineered products but that perception has changed and 
Oriented Strand Board maker Besgrade Products is confident 

INDIA

Malaysian 
exhibitors 
exceed sales 
target at 
IndiaWood 

that its promotional activities at IndiaWood 2016 will pay off 
handsomely soon enough as India has a huge demand for panel 
products.

The fair attracted visitors from Indonesia, Taiwan, South Africa, 
Nepal, Belgium, Canada, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, UAE and Saudi 
Arabia. 

Attending to enquiries from India buyers.
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TThe Zurich Zoo in Switzerland celebrated 
the grand opening of the Kaeng 
Krachan Elephant Park in June 2014. 
Capable of withstanding the 15-ton force 
generated by a charging occupant, the 
90,900-square-foot structure currently 
hosts eight Asian elephants, each 
weighing between 2 tons and 5.5 tons, 
in a nature-inspired habitat topped by 
a 7,000-square-meter shell roof made 
primarily from wood.

The undulating, freeform shell with its 
intricate patterning and silver-hued patina 
looks like a giant tortoise shell from a 
distance. Spanning 260 feet, the complex 
assembly comprises 550 uniquely shaped, 
cross-laminated spruce panels stacked 
in three layers connected by more than 
600,000 21cm-long nails. Each panel 
layer is offset at a rotation of 60 degrees 
to divide the force distribution along the 
wood grain. 

The shallow roof also features 271 
apertures, creating the dappling effect 
of a tree canopy. The openings were 
precisely pre-cut in the top panel layer, 
but hand cut in the bottom two layers 
in situ. Overall, 30 percent of the shell 
is open. The edges of the skylights are 
clamped into an integrated aluminum 

Wooden shell roof 
over Zurich Zoo

The undulating, freeform shell with its intricate patterning and silver-hued patina looks like a 
giant tortoise shell from a distance. 

The complex assembly comprises 550 uniquely shaped, cross-laminated spruce panels stacked in three layers. 
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gutter that keeps the membrane profile 
above the timber shell and facilitates 
water drainage. Rainwater and snow 
runoff are harvested from the roof to 
irrigate plants and fill the elephants’ pools.

The lamella-like façade of the Elephant 
Park appears to dissolve into the roof, 
thanks to the weight distribution of a 
double-hinge structural system. One hinge 
occurs in the timber fins, or columns, and 
the other in the beams that connect 
the shell to the façade; as a result, 

the façade can adjust slightly in response 
to thermal movement and to roof loads.

An outermost layer of laminated veneer 
lumber (LVL) protects the entire roof 
assembly. These panel faces were left 
unfinished to showcase the wood’s natural 
patina. “When the roof is dry from the sun, 
it’s almost a reflective silver, and when it’s 
wet from rain or dew, it’s almost black,” 
said Philipp Heidemann, the project 
architect. “We like that as the material is 
almost like a living thing.” 
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Pura Tanjung Sabtu 
An architectural marvel
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Pura Tanjung Sabtu sits on a            
five-hectare site with mature trees    
and landscaped gardens reminiscent 
of Malay royal palaces in the 1800s.  

Centuries of history can be experienced 
at Pura Tanjung Sabtu in the state 
of Terengganu on the east coast of 
Peninsular Malaysia. Located on five 
hectares of lawns, gardens and a fruit 
orchard, Pura Tanjung Sabtu is a family 
inheritance as well as once the country 
retreat of the late Sultan Zainal Abidin III 
of Terengganu. It lies on a promontory of 
slow-moving Nerus river, a tributary of 
Terengganu River, overhung with luxuriant 
natural vegetation of bamboo, Rengas 
trees and Nibong palms. Its name is a 
combination of the Sanskrit word “pura” 
which means palace, temple or city, and 
Tanjung Sabtu is the name of the village 
where it is located.

Tengku Ismail, a second cousin to the 
present Sultan of Terengganu, was 
inspired firstly through his upbringing 
in the royal family home of Dalam Kota 
Istana Maziah, a complex of wooden 
palaces originally built in the early 18th 
century by Sultan Mansur Shah I of 
Terengganu (1726-1793), but greatly 
enlarged by Sultan Zainal Abidin III (1881-
1918) in the early 20th century.

Besides which, Tengku Ismail’s travels 
abroad to Europe, Thailand, Indonesia 
and especially Japan were also influential. 
While working at the Malaysia Pavillion 
during the world exposition 1970, Expo’ 
70 Osaka (Japan), he visited the Nijo-Jo 
Palace built in 1603 by the first Tokugawa 
Shogun, Ieyasu. Deeply impressed by 
this traditional Japanese wooden palace, 
it was then that he decided that one 
day he would do everything possible to 
preserve the traditional architecture of his 
hometown state.

Visits to the Suan Parkkard Thai wooden 
palace in Bangkok and to various palaces 
and stately homes in Europe further 
fueled his enthusiasm to embark on 
his mission. Through his passion and 
dedicated effort, Tengku Ismail’s vision 
to recapture Terengganu’s vanishing 
architecture heritage has led to the 
materialisation of his dream - the Pura 
Tanjung Sabtu.

C
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Intricate carvings on gable boards of a roof at one of the houses

Between 1992 and 1996, Tengku Ismail Tengku Su bought 11 
nineteenth century timber houses and reassembled them to 
form a complex which served as his private residence as well as 
a guesthouse. These timber houses, mainly made of Chengal, 
are an assemblage of wooden columns, beams, roof trusses, 
floor boards, wall panels, lathe-turned balustrades, doors and 
windows and many intricately carved decorative panels lovingly 
and tastefully put together into a palatial living quarters fit for 
a king. Wall-panels, pillars, Singhora clay tiles and gables from 
other buildings were also salvaged to replace elements that were 
missing or rotten. 

The seven houses of the main complex, averaging 60 square-
meters each, are connected by raised boardwalks. There is also a 
wide platform perfect for entertaining or chilling out. The names 
given to the houses – like Rumah Atas Tol, Rumah Sungai Rengas, 
Rumah Nesan Empat - represent the villages from which the 
houses originate. 

The Rumah Atas Tol measuring 70 square-meters has two levels 
- the Rumah Ibu which is the upper level of the house, and a 
Selasar, the lower floor annex. The Rumah Ibu features a wooden 
platform bed and a stylish simplified courtly wedding dais. The 
living room is furnished with a hand-made low Chengal coffee 
table. A staircase leads to the Selasar which has a mini-library 
and a bedroom. 

Similar to the Rumah Atas Tol, the Rumah Sungai Rengas comes 
with a Selasar. It is furnished with a beautifully crafted wooden 
daybed and a low coffee table made of Chengal which was 
designed by Tengku Ismail himself. Rumah Nesan Empat, a 
beautifully restored 150-year-old house, is the smallest of the 
trio with a floor area of about 30 square-meters. The house is 
divided into two sections separated by a Japanese Shoji screen. 
The living room is also furnished with a handcrafted Chengal           
low table.
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Many residential and commercial structures 
enhanced by the use of Malaysian timber 
are featured in MTC’s book “ReThink: A New 
Paradigm for Malaysian Timber”. Co-published 
with MPH and available at MPH and leading 
bookstores in Malaysia and Singapore, the book 
showcases breathtaking projects in Malaysia, 
Singapore, Mauritius and the Maldives.             

Another house, the Rumah Seberang Baroh consists of an open 
one-sided wall-panel of Dinding Kembung Keset, which are 
finely planed boards fitted vertically and pegged into position by 
narrow, wooden cover-ribs.

The construction of these houses is unique in that pasak or 
wooden pegs have been used in place of nails to fix timber 
members together. Such techniques were commonly employed 
in the construction of perahu besar, a traditional Malay sailing 
junk in Terengganu. 

Pura Tanjung Sabtu was built in the style of a rustic yet princely 
Terengganu palace. It was a major restoration work to ensure 
the conservation of the 19th century Terengganu Malay               
timber houses. 

An architectural marvel, Pura Tanjung Sabtu was nominated for 
the Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 2007.

The seven houses of the main complex are connected by 
raised boardwalks. 

Chengal is the main timber used for building the houses.
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TTanjong Piai in Johor, at the southern-most tip of continental 
Asia, presents itself as a natural wonderland. Covering 526 
hectares, the area consists of coastal mangroves and intertidal 
mudflats, which are especially important for protection from 
seawater intrusion and coastal erosion. 

The site supports many threatened and vulnerable wetland- 
dependent species such as the Pig-tailed Macaque and Long-
tailed Macaque, birds like Mangrove Pitta, Mangrove Blue 
Flycatcher and Mangrove Whistler. The globally vulnerable 
Lesser Adjutant may also be observed in the vicinity of the 
site. Waters of the four main rivers traversing Tanjung Piai are 
abundant with commercially valuable species. 

A visitor centre with boardwalks near the southern tip of the 
park provides interpretive materials, guided walks, and overnight 
facilities. The network of boardwalks passes through dense 
mangrove forest. There are a number of viewing platforms and 
observation towers for bird watchers and nature lovers to obtain 
a better view.

Information boards provide details of some of the flora and 
fauna found here such as the aptly named Pong Pong plant 
(Cerbera odulum), an associated mangrove species whose fruits 
serve as an effective rat repellent due to their smelly odour. A 
globe shaped monument and plaque mark the southern-most 
point.

The origin of the name Tanjung Piai takes after “Piai” a local 
fern known as “Paku Piai” which is capable of living in brackish 

Alluring Tanjung Piai, Johor

The park is located at the southern-most tip of continental Asia.

A network of boardwalks passes through dense mangrove forests.
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waters. It has a good representation of mangroves (22 mangrove 
tree species). It is also part of the Important Bird Area of 
southwest Johor, which extends from Parit Jawa to Tanjung Piai.

The park has been designated a wetland of national importance 
by the Malaysian government under the Convention of Wetlands 
of International Importance, known as the RAMSAR Convention, 
which is the intergovernmental treaty that provides the 
framework for the conservation and wise use of wetlands and 
their resources.  

The long-tailed Macaque is one of the wetland-dependent species 
found at Tanjong Piai.
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A

AEON plants trees for future 
generations

AEON Co (M) Bhd lives up to its environment preservation 
commitment with the initiation of its latest Hometown Forest 
Programme at its soon-to-be-open AEON Mall Shah Alam. 
First held in Ayer Keroh, Malacca, the tree-planting initiative is 
a 25-year-long AEON tradition carried out at each of its new 
mall. The aim of the AEON Hometown Forest Programme 
is to conserve the biodiversity of the area as well as create 
community awareness of the importance of preserving 
indigenous tree species. 
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BBudget airline carrier AirAsia joined hands with Free Tree 
Society, a non-governmental organisation (NGO) advocating 
green living and energy conservation, to plant seedlings in 
Kuala Lumpur in conjunction with Earth Hour on 19 March 
2016. 

The group of 50 volunteers led by Aireen Omar, CEO of 
AirAsia Berhad, planted 400 seedlings as well as built a 
rainwater harvester during the event held in Bangsar, Kuala 
Lumpur. Globally, more than 17,000 AirAsia employees in 
various cities also observed Earth Hour, a global annual event 
where millions of people switch off their lights for one hour to 
show they care about the planet.

AirAsia’s team of volunteers to the tree 
planting event.P
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AirAsia 
goes 
green

Managing Director of AEON Co (M) Bhd, Nur Qamarina Chew, 
explained, “As a responsible corporate citizen, AEON will 
continue to contribute its resources to preserve the eco-systems 
wherever our stores or malls are present. For the record, AEON 
has planted more than 10 million trees and shrubs throughout 
its global network. We believe in promoting awareness on 
preserving our planet, not just for ourselves but also for our 
future generations.”  

Volunteers comprising government officials, AEON staff and students planting trees around the Shah Alam AEON Mall.

The event, which was listed on the official Earth Hour Activity 
Tracker website as one of the hundreds of activities taking 
place globally in conjunction with Earth Hour, was part of 
AirAsia Group’s #GREEN24 movement to educate the public 
on the effects of climate change and to promote action for a 
sustainable future. 

Free Tree Society, which is fully run by volunteers, aims 
to cultivate green living through its seedling-giveaway 
programmes with over 6,000 plants given out since its 
establishment in March 2012, and to promote energy 
conservation through activities such as educating the public on 
rainwater harvesting. 
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TTwo researchers from the Forest Research Institute Malaysia 
made a remarkable discovery during a recent botanical survey in 
Wang Kelian, Perlis, which is in northern Peninsular Malaysia. An 
unfamiliar, tall tree with pale, purple flowers was encountered. 

The tree grows in forest margins by the side of the main road 
from Kaki Bukit to Wang Kelian at a 240m altitude. It was found 
in a semi-deciduous forest, possibly also on limestone at the Mata 
Ayer Forest Reserve in Perlis. The tree flowers in May.

Upon further examination of materials and photographs 
collected, the tree was found to be Lagerstroemia calyculata 
Kurz, a species known to be from Southeast Asian regions but it 
is the first time that it has been recorded in Malaysia. 

The tree (with pale purple flowers) grows in forest margins by the side of the main road from 
Kaki Bukit to Wang Kelian at a 240m altitude. Inset: The tree flowering in May.  

It is surprising that this species has not been reported previously 
as it seems to be well established in the forest around Wang 
Kelian where it can be seen in the forest canopy. There are six 
other species of Lagerstroemia native to Peninsular Malaysia, 
besides the new record of Lagerstroemia calyculata Kurz. The 
structure of the bud surface without ridges distinguishes the 
newly discovered one from the other species. 

This record is a very important development for the compilation 
of plant checklists and the updating of the flora of Peninsular 
Malaysia. This new record shows that we could possibly even 
miss big trees by the roadside if we do not check their taxonomic 
status properly. 

Source: Conservation Malaysia, Issue No. 21 (2015). 

Lagerstroemia calyculata Kurz

A new tree species 
recorded in Malaysia
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